The classic creative team of writer Roger Stern and penciler Lee Weeks begins an intense exploration of the sick psyche of the most deadly and infamous of all of Spider-Man's villains! During the course of this new three-part tale we'll learn what this fiendish foe has been up to since his escape from the sanitarium, and what his plans are for Peter Parker! And we'll also witness, believe it or not, the romantic side of our evil industrialist! Plus: scenes from Norman's tormented childhood! It's secrets, surprises and screams in this chilling story set in Spidey's Browse the Marvel comic series Spider-Man: Revenge of the Green Goblin (2000). Check out individual issues, and find out how to read them! Kitty Pryde phases into Marvel Strike Force! Join us & the minds behind Kitty's addition to the game, plus the debut of a new Marvel Becoming featuring the in-game costume. 1 month ago. 1:43. Revenge of the Green Goblin is the name given to a five-part Spider-Man story arc that ran in a titular three-part miniseries, Amazing Spider-Man (Vol. 2) #20-23. Not So Different: The Goblin accuses Spider-Man of being this when they're dressed in their costumes and battling one another, acting out power fantasies. Nothing Is Scarier: Several pages in "Trick of the Light" have little to no dialogue as torture is inflicted and Peter's condition worsens. Time-Passage Beard: Peter's facial hair gradually increases in "Trick of the Light" to show the amount of time that's passed as he remains Norman's prisoner. By the end of it he has a full beard. Tomato in the Mirror: "Darkness Calling" reveals that Spider-Man: Revenge Of Th has been added to your Basket. Add to Basket. Buy Now. This book collects Issues 20-29 of the relaunched Amazing Spider-man series the 2001 ASM annual, the Spider-man: Revenge of the Green Goblin Mini-series, and Issues 25 and 29 of Peter Parker, Spider-man. The issues are set during a time when Mary Jane is presumed dead. The book opens up with a two-parter in ASM #20 and #21 where Alistair Smythe is out of his wheelchair and blackmailing J Jonah Jameson and has hatched yet another spider-slayer plot. This isn't particularly original, but it's enjoyably done. Collects Amazing Spider-Man (1999-2013) #20-29, Annual 2001, Spider-Man: Revenge of the Green Goblin #1-3; Peter Parker: Spider-Man (1999) #25, 29. Norman Osborn is mad, bad and very dangerous to know! And as the addled villain battles to strengthen his fragile grip on reality, he summons the will to again plague the life of Peter Parker - and the Green Goblin takes to the skies once more! The timing couldn't be worse for Spider-Man, as he grieves for a lost loved one, and Osborn has more on his mind than revenge - he wants Parker as his heir! And as if one of the greatest Goblin stories